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Webpages – a selection
▪
▪

▪

http://www.ipcc.ch/ (access to IPCC reports and data)
Realclimate: Climate Science from Climate Scientists
http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2007/05/start-here/
http://www.hamburger-bildungsserver.de/index.phtml?site=themen.klima
series of lectures on climate change aspects:
http://www.hiye.org.uk/climatechange/
OpenLearn Climate Change course:
http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/mod/oucontent/view.php?id=397952
Different courses of the COMET-Programme
http://www.meted.ucar.edu/broadcastmet/climate/print.htm
(registration necessary)

▪

▪

Explaining climate change science & rebutting global warming
misinformation: http://www.skepticalscience.com/
Information on abrupt climate change:
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=10136&page=R1
Platform on climate change adaptation studies in Europe
http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/
…
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Recommended literature
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Barry RG, Chorley RJ (2009) Atmosphere, weather & climate. 9th ed.
Bridgman & Oliver (2006) The global climate system – patterns, processes
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Dessler A (2011) Introduction to modern climate change
Dessler A, Parson EA (2010) The science and politics of global climate
change
Houghton J (2015) Global warming. The complete briefing. 5th ed.
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controversy, inaction and opportunity
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1. Climate System – Drivers

http://www.climatescience.gov/Library/stratplan2003/final/graphics/images/SciStratFig2-5.jpg
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Natural Forcing of the climate system

1,370 Watts reach the top of Earth’s atmosphere each second on a
surface area of 1 m2 facing the Sun during daytime = solar constant
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care4environment.org/about.html

Earth‘s transmission spectrum

Pallé et al. 2009 Nature
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Natural Greenhouse Effect (+33 K)
Molecule Concentration

Share in
natural GH
effect

Comments

36–70 %

Very stable molecule, phase changes
(thermal equilibrium), short
residence time (10 days)

CO2

0.0408 % =
ca. 408 ppmv
(in 2019)

9–26 %

Very stable molecule, part of carbon
cycle; Residence time: 10 a
(biological cycles) up to more than
100 a (burning of fossil fuels)

CH4

1.8 ppmv

4–9 %

Residence time: 12 years

Tropospheric O3

0.034 ppmv

3–7 %

Highly effective,
Residence time: hours to days

N2 O

0.32 ppmv

≈4%

Residence time: 100 years

H2O

2.6 %

Concentrations of CO 2, O 3, N2O and CH4 from http://cdiac.ornl.gov/pns/current_ghg.html
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Greenhouse Warming Potential (GWP)
Gas

Sources

GWP

CO2

fossil fuel and biomass burning, cement production

1

CH4

Rice cultivation, cattle breeding, sewage treatment
plants, waste deposits, coal mining, natural gas and
oil production

25

N2O

Soil microbiota, N-fertilizers, biomass burning

298

CFC
(Chlorofluorocarbon)

Group of different compounds; gas in aerosol cans,
cooling agent, filling gas in foams (prohibited in
Germany since 1995)

up to
14,400

Tetrafluoroethane

Cooling agent

1,430

SF6

Protection gas in technical magnesium production,
insolation gas in high voltage switchboards

22,800

NF3 (Nitrogen

Production of semiconductors, solar cells and liquid
crystal displays

17,200

(Sulfur
hexafluoride)

trifluoride

(100 yrs)
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Historic view on greenhouse gases
1824

Jean-Baptiste Fourier describes how atmospheric trace gases
warm the climate

1863

John Tyndall reported the importance of water vapour and
CO2 for the greenhouse effect of the atmosphere

1896

Svante Arrhenius estimated the natural greenhouse effect
(+30 K); calculated an average temperature increase of the
atmosphere by 4–6 K for CO2 doubling

1930’s Discussion of the relation between observed climate
warming and CO2 increases in the scientific literature due to
industrialisation
1957/58 Evidence for rising atmospheric CO 2 concentrations,
attribution of Carbon to fossil fuels (isotopic analyses)
1960s First simulations with atmospheric models show temperature
increase of 2–4 K for CO2 doubling
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Atmospheric and Oceanic Drivers → Climate

www.eoearth.org/article/Energy_balance_of_Earth

Hadley and Walker Circulation

rst.gsfc.nasa.gov/Sect14/Sect14_1c.html

http://www.bom.gov.au/lam/climate/levelthree/analclim/
elnino.htm
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Oceans

Atmosphere

http://sos.noaa.gov/download/dataset_table.html

rst.gsfc.nasa.gov/Sect14/Sect14_1c.html
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Earth’s annual global mean energy balance

IPCC 2007, FAQ 1.1, Figure 1
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Role of oceans in the climate system
▪
▪

Basics

▪

Primary effects of ocean
biogeochemistry on
physical climate

Meridional Overturning
Circulation (MOC)
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Oceans
▪ Only ocean surface
(maximal 200 m)

is well mixed by
wind and waves
→ Active air and heat
transfer with
atmosphere

▪

Stable thermal
stratification below
this surface layer

▪

Ocean currents are
http://sos.noaa.gov/download/dataset_table.html
driven by density
differences (temperature and salt content)

▪

Slow, but steady heat transport

(quite independent from seasons)
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Ocean circulation I
Wind-induced currents
➔ Wave generation
● Frictional stress
● Ekman Spiral
− Surface current (3):

• Deviate 45° from wind
direction,
• Speed: 1 to 4 % of wind speed
● Ekman transport
− 90° net transport of surface layer
(depth to which wind penetrates)
− Integration of all flow over Ekman
layer

de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datei:Ekman_spirale.svg
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Ocean circulation II
Langmuir circulation
● Alternating upwelling + downwelling
● Importance:
− Distribution of gases, heat, kinetic energy, microorganisms etc..

http://homepages.cae.wisc.edu/~chinwu/CEE514_
Coastal_Engineering/2001_Students_Web/Dave_
Calkins/Main.html
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Upwelling and downwelling I
→ Significant vertical movement of ocean water
In coastal areas (restricted to continental shelf at large)

•

Induced by combination of persistent winds, Earth´s rotation +
restrictions on lateral water movement (~ shorelines, shallow bottoms)

Coastal cold water upwelling

GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE: IMAGES, Chapter 2, Ruddiman
http://www.sonoma.edu/users/f/freidel/global/372lec2images.htm

http://oceanmotion.org/html/background/u
pwelling-and-downwelling.htm
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Upwelling and downwelling II
In open ocean
● Where winds cause surface waters to
diverge or to converge
● E.g., upwelling along equator

→ Influence sea-surface temperature and
biological productivity

GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE: IMAGES, Chapter 2, Ruddiman
http://www.sonoma.edu/users/f/freidel/global/372lec2images.htm

http://oceanmotion.org/html/background/upwellingand-downwelling.htm
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Surface ocean currents

▪
▪

Circulate in clockwise direction north of equator
Division between warm (red) and cold (blue) currents

https://fretzreview.wikispaces.com/Ocean+Currents+-+Surface
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Gyres, eddies and pools I
Gyres (spiral ocean currents)
● Created by circular wind
patterns at ocean´s
surface
● Intensity of main gyres
interrelated through
global atmosphericoceanic
teleconnections
● Gyres inhibit meridional
flow of water between
hemispheres
GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE: IMAGES, Chapter 2, Ruddiman
http://www.sonoma.edu/users/f/freidel/global/372lec2images.htm
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Gyres, eddies and pools II

rst.gsfc.nasa.gov/Sect14/Sect14_1a.html

● Five major gyres
● Smaller ones at poles, one around Antarctica
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Gyres, eddies
and pools III
▪
▪

Short-lasting, smaller
currents often spin off
gyres
Strong current velocities
can lead to turbulence,
instability in flow or
meandering

▪

Warm-core eddies/pools
● On poleward side of a
current
● Move erratically in the
general direction of the
original current

▪

Cold-core eddies/pools
● Form on equatorial side
● Move against the current
http://www.meted.ucar.edu/oceans/currents/print.htm
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Basics of ocean climate processes I
▪
▪

T anomaly of water (highest density at 4°C for fresh water)

Addition of salt
→ Increases water density
(seawater density varies between
1,034 and 1,035.4 kg/m-3 over 90%
of the ocean; 34–35.4‰)

→ Lowers freezing point of
water (-1.9°C)

▪

Maximum temperature in
open ocean: 30–31°C
→ Heat loss through latent heat
balances the addition of
heat through absorption of solar radiation
→ Formation of thick high-level clouds (intense convection) limits incoming
solar radiation
→ Higher temperatures in shallow seas possible (penetration of solar radiation
to the seabed heats water from the bottom)
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Basics of ocean climate processes II
▪

Rainfall over ocean initially floats on the surface (less dense)
→ Dilution of seawater slowly lowers its density
→ Adds weight to existing mean sea level

▪

Evaporation and sea-ice formation
→ Enhance salinity and thus density
→ High density water sinks
→ Lowered sea level generates
surface inflow

▪

Salinity of new sea ice: 5 to 15 ‰
→ Decreases towards 0‰ as the
ice ages (brine exclusion)

▪

Northern hemisphere
→ Precipitation and influx of freshwater dominate

▪

Southern hemisphere → Evaporation dominates

→ Flow of ocean water from northern to southern hemisphere
25

Ocean atmosphere interactions
▪
▪

Fundamental influence on climate: SST, pCO2, sea level
Air-sea exchange: Heat, moisture, momentum, various gases + particles

www.us-solas.org/
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Thermohaline circulation

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Thermohaline_Circulation_2.png

Complete circuit of bottom flow ~ 500 to 1000 a
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Thermohaline circulation (THC)
▪
▪

= Ocean conveyor belt, great ocean conveyor, or global conveyor belt

▪

Mainly triggered by formation of deep
water masses in North Atlantic and
Southern Ocean plus haline forcing

▪

Bulk of deep water upwells in
Southern Ocean

▪

Oldest waters (transit time of around
1600 years) upwell in North Pacific

▪

Water masses transport both energy
(as heat) and matter (solids, dissolved
substances and gases) around globe

Part of large-scale ocean circulation, driven by global density gradients
created by surface heat and freshwater fluxes

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Conveyor_belt.svg
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Formation of deep water masses I
▪

In polar regions, surface ocean water is intensely cooled by wind and
evaporative cooling

▪

Evaporation removes only molecules of pure water
→ Seawater salinity increases
→ Density of water mass increases

▪

Evaporative cooling predominates Norwegian Sea
→ Sinking water mass (North Atlantic Deep Water NADW) fills the basin
→ Spills southwards through crevasses in submarine sills that connect
Greenland, Iceland and Great Britain
→ Very slow flow into
deep Atlantic abyssal plains of the
(southerly direction)

▪

Flow from Arctic Ocean
basin into Pacific is blocked
by narrow shallows of the
Bering Strait
http://www.hamburger-bildungsserver.de/index.phtml?site=themen.klima
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Formation of deep water masses II
▪

Sea ice formation also contributes to increased seawater salinity:
→ Saltier brine is left behind as sea ice forms around it

▪

Increasing salinity depresses the freezing temperature of seawater

(saline water does not have a density maximum at 4°C but gets denser as it cools all the
way to its freezing point of approximately −1.9°C)

→ Cold liquid brine is formed in inclusions within a honeycomb of ice
→ Brine progressively melts the ice just beneath it, eventually dripping
out of the ice matrix and sinking (brine exclusion)

GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE: Ruddiman http://www.sonoma.edu/users/f/freidel/global/372lec2images.htm
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The pycnocline is a thermocline

▪

Pole-to-equator (and top-to-bottom) density contrast is
dominated by temperature

Marotzke ERCA 2009 Lecture I
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Meridional Overturning Circulation
MOC: System of surface and deep currents encompassing
all ocean basins
➔Transport of large amounts of water, heat, salt, carbon, nutrients
+ other substances around the globe
➔Connects surface ocean + atmosphere with huge reservoir of
deep sea
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Effects of THC/MOC on global climate
▪

Heat supply to polar regions
→ regulation of sea ice

▪

Changes in THC are thought to have significant impacts on Earth's
radiation budget

▪
▪

Important for atmospheric CO2 concentration
Disruption of deep water formation ➔ Younger Dryas (-12,000 yrs BP)
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Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation,
(AMOC) I
▪ Carries warm upper waters
into far-northern latitudes
and returns cold deep
waters southward across the
Equator

▪

Max. overturning intensity:
~ 18–20 Sv at depth of
about 1000 m (30–40°N)

▪

Max. heat transport
>1 billion MW (large nuclear

power plants provide 500–1000 MW)

▪
▪

AMOC ≠ Gulfstream
Gulfstream = part of the
wind driven circulation of the
Atlantic
https://fretzreview.wikispaces.com/Ocean+Currents+-+Surface
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Primary effects of ocean
biogeochemistry on physical
climate
▪
▪
▪
▪

Influence of aeolian dust

▪

…

Influence on C cycle
Influence of DMS production on atmospheric aerosols
Influence of oceanic phytoplankton on upper ocean
absorption of radiation
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Ocean biogeochemical feedback mechanisms
▪

Climate change due to increasing greenhouse gases will affect oceanic
biology and chemistry

▪

Primary influence of physical climate on ocean biogeochemistry:
influence of aeolian dust deposition + multitude of ways that
community structures can be altered

→ Major source of new iron in open ocean surface waters:
Aeolian dust from continents

(3x higher supply than fluvial input)

→ Iron-limited High Nutrient Low
Chlorophyll (HNLC) regions
comprise approximately 30% of
world ocean, include Southern Ocean
→ Long-term climate variability may
also be related to variations in dust
deposition rates
Saliot ERCA 2009

Image from Meteosat satellite (March 1997)
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Steady-state pre-industrial carbon cycle

Fig.: Reservoir-flux representation of the steady-state, pre-industrial global carbon cycle. Reservoir
sizes in Pg C, and fluxes in Pg C a-1 (Fasham 2003 Ocean biogeochemistry)
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ATMOSPHERE

750

ATMOSPHERE 750
Ocean-Atmosphere Interface
Biomass
3
Biological
Production
50/year

OCEAN
Dissolved Organic Carbon
DOC
1000
Vegetation
830

Soils
3000

CONTINENT

Continent
-Ocean
Interface
0.4/year

Particulate
Organic
Carbon
POC
30
Sedimentation
Incorporation in
sediments 0.2/year

SEDIMENT

Dissolved
Inorganic
Carbon
DIC
35 000

Sediment-Ocean
interface

Sedimentary Organic Carbon
Total Carbon 10 000 000
Organic Carbon 500 000

The carbon cycle, from Saliot, 2006. Each stock of carbon is in 109 tons

Saliot ERCA 2009
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Transport by winds

Terrestrial
plants

Evaporation
Adsorption on Terrigenous
Inputs
dusts
Forest fires
Particles
Erosion of
drainage basins

Aerosols
Vapor phase

ATMOSPHERE

Dusts
Rivers

CONTINENT

Actors and
processes in the
cycle of natural
organic matter
in the ocean
Saliot ERCA 2009

Rain
Dry fallout

Marine inputs
(and Recycling)
by living
organisms
Phytoplankton
Zooplankton
Bacteria
Viruses
Fungi
Benthic
algae
Benthic
organisms

SURFACE
FILM

Dissolved (and
Colloidal)
Carbon

OCEAN
Biosynthesis/
Respiration
Excretion
Food web
Transfer
Selective
accumulation

Adsorption
Exchanges between
dissolved and
particulate phases

Particulate
Carbon

Formation of aerosols
by bubbling
Evaporation
Photo-oxidation
Formation of
slicks
Polymerisation
Interactions with
dissolved compounds
such as humic acids
and complex oprganic
matter
Formation from
various molecules
Refractorisation
Dissolution

Pelagic sedimentation

SEDIMENT

Early diagenesis, Maturation
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Biological pump of
CO2 in the oceans
▪
▪

~ 90% of C cycle in surface
layer
Biological pump responsible for
transfer of C and associated
elements to oceans interior and
to sediments

Tréguer et al. 2003 in: Fasham 2003 Ocean biogeochemistry)
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Biogenic sulphur compounds
Gases:

▪
▪
▪
▪

CH3SCH3
COS
CS2
H2S

dimethyl sulphide (DMS)
carbonyl sulphide
carbon disulphide
hydrogen sulphide

Trace gases:

▪
▪

CH3S2CH3
CH3SH

dimethyl disulphide (DMDS)
methyl mercaptan (MeSH)

➔DMS is dominating biogenenic carrier of S in the
atmosphere

Atmospheric transformation processes of DMS

after Berresheim & Eisele 1996 in Kleefeld 1998

Absorption of radiation by phytoplankton in
the upper ocean

▪

1st evidence (1991) that bio-physical processes acted on
equatorial ocean regions argued that ➔ chlorophyll patches
were an important driving mechanism for variations in SST

▪

Global analysis of ocean color fields in tropical Pacific ocean
verified that enhanced chlorophyll regions were linked with
enhanced surface layer heating (MacClain et al. 2002).

▪

Effect of chlorophyll on ocean circulation patterns were
ascertained (Edwards et al. 2003) using steady-state forms of
the momentum equation in conjunction with an analytical
description of a high concentration band of phytoplankton
biomass: creation of both horizontal currents and bands of
upwelling and downwelling in regions near the
chlorophyll/biomass front
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2. Natural climate variability
▪

Driving forces of
Earth’s climate vary

● At different time scales

▪

Non-linear behaviour
● Characteristic for all
aspects of global change
● Main source: Interactions
between different
components of climate
system
→ Uncertainty in attempts to
predict effects of global
environmental change
● Thresholds, multiple
equilibria, etc. ➔
Episodes of rapid change

The greenhouse effect and climate change, Bureau of Meteorology (2003: 33) 44

Change in Extremes
Example: Hot summer 2003 in Central Europe

Today:
+1°
+2°
+4°

1980–2000 more rare than every 1000 a
2020–2060
ca. every 500 a
2030–2080
ca. every
50 a
2050–2150
ca. every
4 a
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Other
visualisations
of climate
change
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Atmosphere
▪ Very fast reaction on
insolation changes

▪

Average lapse rate in
troposphere ~ 6.5°C km–1

▪

Atmospheric (in)stability

▪

Importance of the three
phases of water (energy storage)

▪

Influence of Earth’s rotation

▪

Atmospheric circulation
→ Climate zones

(dry and moist adiabatic lapse rate)
www.kowoma.de/en/gps/additional/atmosphere.htm

(Coriolis force)
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The nature of feedbacks
▪

Feedback:
Initial process triggers
changes in 2nd process
that in turn influences
initial process

▪

Positive feedback:
Intensifies original
process – runaway
response

▪

Negative feedback
Reduces force of original
process

▪

Reversals possible
Positive stimulus can
produce negative reaction
by entire system, e.g.,
Gulf Stream collapse
http://maps.grida.no/go/graphic/climate-feedbacks-the-connectivity-of-the-positive-icesnow-albedo-feedback-terrestrial-snow-and-vegetation-feedbacks-and-the-negativecloud-radiation-feedback
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Temporal and spatial scales of feedbacks
108
107
106
105
Space 104
(m)
103
102

101
100
10-1
101 102

103

104

105

106

107 108
109
Time (seconds)

1010

1011 1012

1013

www.toddalbert.com/node/185
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Oscillations
Various periodicities:
● Intra-seasonal
e.g., Madden-Julian O.

● Quasi-biennial
e.g., Quasi-biennial O.

● Quasi-cyclic
e.g., ENSO

● Decadal
e.g., Pacific decadal O.

● Multidecadal
e.g., Atlantic Multidecadal O.

Webster & Hoyos (2010) Nature Geoscience, doi:10.1038/ngeo800)
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Teleconnections
▪

Tendency for atmospheric circulation patterns to be related over large
and spatially non-contiguous areas

▪

Study largely based upon statistical analysis ➔ Requires reliable data

Teleconnection pattern of warm phases of ENSO to the globe
http://accessscience.com/content/El-Ni%C3%B1o/757418

▪

Examples involving two regions

•
•
•

Tsurf in Greenland – Tsurf in N Europe
P over Australia – P over India
Tocean in E tropical Pacific – P in SE USA
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Internal climate variations
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

~ inherent variability in average and other climate statistics
All temporal and spatial scales
Beyond individual weather event
Due to natural internal processes in the climate system
Examples: ENSO, NAO

El Niño / Southern Oscillation; http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/proj_over/diagrams/index.html
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North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
▪

Seasonal to decadal time
scales

▪

Fluctuations in difference of
atmospheric pressure at
sea level between Icelandic
Low and Azores High

▪

Controls strength and
direction of westerly winds
and storm tracks across
North Atlantic
→ Influences heat and
humidity transport

▪

Large-scale weather
patterns
http://wetterjournal.wordpress.com/2010/04/
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More feedbacks …

After Robock (1985) / http://www.theresilientearth.com/?q=content/judging-global-warming-scientific-theory
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Various definitions of NAO index
▪

Based on station differences, such as:
● Lisbon, Portugal and Stykkisholmur/Reykjavik, Iceland
● Ponta Delgada, Azores and Stykkisholmur/Reykjavik, Iceland
● Azores (1865–2002), Gibraltar (1821–2007), and Reykjavic, Iceland
→ Attempt to capture the
same pattern of variation,
by choosing stations in
the „eye“ of the pattern

▪

Based on principal
empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) of
surface pressure

▪

Closely related to the
Arctic Oscillation (AO) or
Northern Annular Mode
(NAM)
http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/cas/jhurrell/indices.info.html#naopcdjf
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El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/proj_over/diagrams/index.html

▪
▪
▪

Global coupled ocean-atmosphere phenomenon
Strongest short-term internal climate variation

Quasi-periodic climate pattern across tropical Pacific Ocean,
every 5 (3–7) years
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Southern Oscillation (SO)
▪
▪

Atmospheric component of El Niño

▪

Strength measured by Southern Oscillation Index (SOI):

▪

El Niño episodes:

Oscillation in surface air pressure between tropical E and W
Pacific Ocean waters
computed from fluctuations in surface air pressure difference between Tahiti
and Darwin, Australia
La Niña
SOI

•
•

Pressure at Tahiti rel. low
compared to Darwin (AUS)
Warming of E Pacific and
connected decreasing T
difference dampen SO →
further warming of surface
ocean water due to weaker
upwelling of cold water
(positive feedback; opposite
development during La Niña
events)

El Niño
time
Red: monthly averages Blue: 12 month running mean; Data from:
ftp://ftp.bom.gov.au/anon/home/ncc/www/sco/soi/soiplaintext.html
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Normal conditions

http://www.sbg.ac.at/ipk/avstudio/pierofun/atmo/elnino.htm

▪ Trade winds and strong equatorial

currents flow towards the west
▪ Peruvian current causes upwelling of
cold water along the west coast of
South America

http://www.pmel.
noaa.gov/tao/pr
oj_over/diagram
s/index.html
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ENSO event

http://www.sbg.ac.at/ipk/avstudio/pierofun/atmo/elnino.htm

▪ Pressure over the eastern

and western

Pacific flip-flops
▪ Trade wind diminishes
▪ Eastward movement of warm water
along equator
▪ Warming of central and eastern Pacific
changes weather pattern

http://www.pmel.
noaa.gov/tao/pr
oj_over/diagram
s/index.html
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Oceanic waves ~ ENSO
▪

Positive feedbacks between ocean and atmosphere explain intensification
of initial disturbance, but not oscillatory nature of variations in equatorial
Pacific

▪

Phase reversals (between
El Niño and La Niña conditions)
due to movement of
long oceanic waves along
the equator:

• Weak trade wind during El-Niño

lead to formation of waves in the
W Pacific that are accompanied by
increased coldwater upwelling

• those waves move to E Pacific

where they cool down the water
body and trigger the reversal to La
Niña conditions

• Movement of such oceanic waves
is detectable by temperature
measurements in the upper 500 m
ocean layer

http://www.mpimet.mpg.de/aktuelles/presse/faq-haeufig-gestellte-fragen/das-el-ninosouthern-oscillation-enso-phaenomen/el-nino-southern-oscillation-enso-phaenomenwellenmechanismus.html
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Examples of El Niño and La Niña
El Niño (3/30/97–6/10/98)

La Niña (2/10/88–12/30/89)

Pictures and movies available at:
http://sos.noaa.gov/download/dataset_table.html
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Arctic (AO) and Antarctic Oscillation (AAO)

▪

Oscillations are “dynamical twins” (J.M. Wallace)
→ Both characterized by polar high surrounded by low
pressure belt to give a dipole pattern

▪

Arctic Oscillation (AO):
● Oscillation in which atmospheric pressure, at polar and midlatitude
locations fluctuates between defined positive and negative phases
● Index: compares pressure in polar region with pressure at 37–45N
● Also known as Northern Annual Mode (NAM)

▪

Antarctic Oscillation (AAO):
● Oscillation in values of mid- and high latitude surface pressure
systems in the southern hemisphere
● Also known as the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) or Southern
Hemisphere Annular Mode (SHAM)
62

AO characteristics

The standardized seasonal mean AO index during cold
season (blue line) is constructed by averaging the daily
AO index for January, February and March for each
year. The black line denotes the standardized five-year
running mean of the index. Both curves are
standardized using 1950–2000 base period statistics.
http://www.cpc.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/daily_a
o_index/ao.shtml
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cas.sc.edu

Effects of Arctic Circulation

Effects of the Positive Phase
of the Northern Annual Mode

|

Effects of the Negative Phase
of the Northern Annual Mode

(Figures courtesy of J. Wallace, University of Washington)
http://nsidc.org/arcticmet/patterns/arctic_oscillation.html
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Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO)
= Eastward progression of
tropical rainfall, which
produces anomalous rainfall
patters that may be
enhanced or suppressed

▪

Discovered by Roland
Madden and Paul Julian

▪

Largest element of intraseasonal (30–90 days)
variability in tropical
atmosphere

▪

Large-scale coupling
between atmospheric
circulation and tropical
deep convection

Time-longitude section (7.5 N–7.5 S) of MJO-associated anomalous
850 hPa (ca. 1450 m a.s.l.) velocity potential (m2 s-1). Blue (yellow /
red) shading indicate anomalous convergence (divergence).
http://www.cpc.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/MJO/tlon_chi850_fu
ll.gif
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MJO propagation and links to ENSO
▪

Wet phase of enhanced
convection and precipitation is
followed by dry phase with
suppressed thunderstorm
activity

▪
▪

Cycle lasts ca. 30–60 days

▪

In the Pacific, strong MJO
activity is often observed 6–12
months prior to El Niño
episode onset, but is virtually
absent during maxima of
some El Niño episodes, while
MJO activity is typically
greater during La Niña.

Inter-annual variability of MJO
partly linked to ENSO cycle

http://www.cpc.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/MJO/
MJO_summary.pdf
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Quasi-biennial Oscillation (QBO)
▪

Quasi-periodic oscillation of equatorial zonal wind between
easterlies and westerlies in tropical stratosphere

▪
▪
▪

Mean period: 28 to 29 months (range 20–36 months)
Reversal of wind regimes at elevations between 20 and 30 km
Wind regimes develop at top of lower stratosphere (about 10 hPa)
and propagate downwards at about 1 km per month until their
dissipation at tropical tropopause
Time–height plot of
monthly-mean, zonalmean equatorial zonal
wind (u) in m/s
between about 20 and
35 km altitude above
sea level over ten-year
period. Positive values
denote westerly winds.
The contour line is at 0
m/s
http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Quasibiennial_oscillation
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QBO effects
▪ Largest amplitude in stratosphere with impact on wide range of
atmospheric phenomena in troposphere and stratosphere.

▪

Effects of phase and magnitude of QBO:
● Mixing of stratospheric ozone by QBO-caused secondary circulation
● Modification of monsoon precipitation (Impacts not as strong as local SST
and ENSO)
● Influence on stratospheric circulation in northern hemispheric winter
→ sudden stratospheric warmings (SSW): Polar vortex of westerly
(eastwards) winds abruptly (i.e. over the course of a few days) slow
down or even reverse direction, accompanied by a rise of stratospheric
temperature by several tens of K
● Frequency of North Atlantic tropical cyclones → hurricanes more frequent
when the 30-hPa winds are westerly due to reduced vertical wind shear
in upper troposphere and lower stratosphere
● Effects on atmospheric variations associated with ENSO

▪

Current understanding of QBO involves gravity waves
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Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)
▪
▪
▪
▪

Pacific Decadal Variation (PDV), Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO)
Pattern of Pacific climate variability (long-lived El Niño like pattern)
Index derived from monthly sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in
the Pacific Ocean, north of 20° N
Shift of SST occurs on a 20 to 30 year cycle
"warm“ /"positive” phase

"cool“/ "negative" phase

http://jisao.washington.edu/pdo/

▪

Mechanism, by which the pattern lasts over several years, has not been
identified; Suggestion: thin layer of warm water during summer may
shield deeper cold waters
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Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV)
▪
▪
▪

also: Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO)
Identified by Goldenberg et al. (2001), named the "Atlantic
multidecadal mode“
AMO signal is usually defined from the patterns of SST (Sea
Surface Temperature) variability in North Atlantic after removal
of linear trend
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Latif (2009) Klimawandel und Klimadynamik

Mechanism behind AMO and it’s impacts
Assumption: AMO, due to variations in Meridional Overturning
Circulation (MOC), connected to NAO changes
Accelerated circulation transports more heat from tropics to North Atlantic
→ positive AMO phase

Impacts:
• Drought in US Midwest and
Southwest
• Increased (summer)
precipitation in Florida, US
Northwest, Europe
• Higher frequency of severe
Atlantic hurricanes
• Higher intensity of Indian
Monsoon, higher precipitation
in Sahel
• Lesser sea ice cover in Arctic
ocean

Robert Simmon, NASA/
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Thermohaline_Circulation_2.png
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Effects of volcanic
eruptions on optical
depth and temperature

http://www2.sunysuffolk.edu/mandias/global_warming/natural_causes_cl
imate_change.html

http://www.pages.unibe.ch/products/scientific_foci/qsr_pages/zi
elinski.pdf
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Climate Change as Simulated by the NCAR CCSM

CCSM: Community
Climate System Model

http://www.vets.ucar.edu/vg/IPCC_CCSM3/index.shtml
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11-year Sunspot Cycle and observational
record back to AD 1610
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Past and future Milankovitch cycles
Obliquity (axial tilt)
Eccentricity
Longitude of perihelion
(point in planetary orbit, where it is
nearest to the sun)

Precession index
Calculated dailyaveraged insolation at the
top of the atmosphere, on
the day of the summer
solstice at 65 N latitude
Benthic foraminifers and Vostok ice
core show two distinct proxies for
past global sea level and
temperature from ocean sediment
and Antarctic ice, respectively

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MilankovitchCyclesOrbitandCores.png
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Ocean‘s role in Earth‘s energy balance
Earth’s energy balance is not
completely in equilibrium
(only 99.75%):

→ Earth absorbs 0.85 ± 0.15 W/m²

more energy from the sun than it
emits to space (Hansen et al. 2005)

→ Ocean surface temperature

heating by 0.7 K (ocean water

expansion is measurable by satellites)

→ Additional Earth surface warming
expected without further change
of atmospheric composition

→ Enormous effective heat capacity
of oceans slows down global
temperature changes (adjustment
of new equilibrium states takes
centuries to millennia)

These maps show observed (top) and modeled (below) energy
imbalances in the top 750 meters (2,461 feet) of the world’s
oceans from 1993–2003. Energy surplus: Shades of yellow to
red, Energy deficit: Shades of green to blue

earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=5453
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Global Dimming
▪

Observed for several decades
after start of systematic
measurements in 1950s
(trend reversed since 1990s
→ global brightening)

▪

Effect varies by location
(worldwide estimation: approx.
4% reduction over 1960–1990)

▪

Interference with hydrological
cycle → reduced evaporation
(reduced rainfall in some areas)

▪

= Gradual reduction in amount of global
direct irradiance at Earth's surface

Wild M (2009) Global dimming and brightening: A review,
JGR 114, D00D16, doi:10.1029/2008JD011470

Cooling effect may have partially masked effect of greenhouse gases
on global warming
→ magnitude of masking effect is one of central problems in climate
change with significant implications for the future climate changes
and policy responses to global warming
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Causes of global dimming
Increasing atmospheric particles from human activities,
e.g., sulphate aerosols in atmosphere
Mechanism:

▪

Particulates absorb solar energy
and reflect sunlight back into space
→ Less shortwave radiation at
Earth´s surface

▪

Pollutants can also become nuclei
for cloud droplets
→ Formation of more and thus
smaller droplets, making clouds
more reflective

▪

Wild et al. (2007) Geophysical Research Letters 34

Clouds intercept both heat from the sun and heat radiated from the Earth
→ Effects are complex and vary in time, location, and altitude
daytime: usually interception of sunlight predominantes → cooling effect,
nighttime: re-radiation of heat to Earth slows Earth´s heat loss
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Key links of land-use changes to climate
▪
▪
▪

▪

Exchange of greenhouse gases
Radiation balance of land surface
Exchange of
sensible heat
between land
surface and
atmosphere
Roughness of
land surface and
its momentum
uptake from
atmosphere

Foley et al. 2003
https://www.msu.edu/course/isb/202/ebertmay/2006/notes/snotes/03_27_06_landuse.html
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3. Abrupt climate change
Tipping points in the climate system
▪ Fundamentals & definitions
▪ Tipping elements

Known knowns,
known unknowns,
unknown unknowns

http://permaculture.org.au/2009/08/13/a-civilisational-tipping-point/

Fundamentals and definitions
▪ Abrupt climate
change
▪ Tipping points
▪ Tipping elements

www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/ctl/abrupt.html
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Abrupt climate change
Overpeck & Cole (2006):
● “transition in the climate system whose duration is fast relative to
the duration of the preceding or subsequent state”

Frequent in Earth´s history, even w/o radiative forcing
Examples
● End of Younger Dryas
● Dansgaard-Oeschger events

Proposed reason: Feedback loops
within climate system
● Enhance small perturbations
● Cause various stable states
Alley RB (2000) The Younger Dryas cold interval as viewed
from central Greenland. Quaternary Sci Rev 19: 213-226
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Dansgaard-Oeschger events
= Rapid climate fluctuations during last glacial (25 events)
▪ Abrupt shifts from low to high δ18O values during the Glacial
▪ Visible mainly in Northern Hemisphere (Greenland ice cores)
→ Rapid warming episodes (!decades!; 5 to 8°C over 30–40 yrs) each
followed by gradual cooling over longer periods (centuries)

http://www.iceandclimate.nbi.ku.dk/images/NGD2_tekst_ny1.png/
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Heinrich Events

▪

Six distinct events distinguished in
mud cores from the sea floor
(H1–H6 going back in time)

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinrich_event

http://www.eos.ubc.ca/research/glaciology/r
esearch/HeinrichEvents.html
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Schematic representation of three modes of operation
of the climate system during the Last Ice Age
Dansgaard-Oeschger
(D/O) event:
→ strong warm
anomaly (Red
contours)

stable cold (or "stadial")
climate state

Heinrich event:
→ cold anomaly
(blue contours)
http://www.geophysik.uni-kiel.de/~sabine/DieErde/Erdgeschichte/doh.html
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Conclusions from abrupt climate changes in
Earth‘s history
Abrupt climate change = Fundamental characteristic of climate
system

Some past changes with sub-continental to global extent
Largest of these changes
● During times of greater-than-present global ice volume
● All components of Earth’s climate system involved
➔ closely-coupled system response with important feedbacks

Many past changes linked to forcings associated with changes
in SST or increased freshwater fluxes from former ice sheets

CCSP (2008) Abrupt Climate Change. A report by the U.S. Climate Change Science Program and the Subcommittee on
Global Change Research
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Tipping points in the climate system
Critical threshold at which a tiny
perturbation can qualitatively alter the
state/development of a system

▪

Point, when global climate changes from
one stable state to another
→ After tipping point passed:
Transition to new state
→ Maybe irreversible
→ Maybe passed without any
immediately obvious consequences
→ Does not imply acceleration of the
warming process
http://theragblog.blogspot.com/2009/10/tipping-pointnew-research-on-climate.html
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Tipping elements
= Large-scale (at least sub-continental) subsystems of Earth system
that may pass a tipping point
Policy-relevant tipping elements

▪

Critical threshold accessible this century under IPCC climate
change scenarios (1.1–6.4°C global warming)

▪

Undergo transition to qualitatively different state before next
millennium

▪

Corresponding impacts would affect many
people

(that is, X00 millions of)

➔ At least 8 tipping elements meet criteria + could be
triggered by global warming
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Tipping elements

Updated by PIK after Lenton et al. (2008)
PNAS 105: 1786-1793

Potential policy-relevant tipping elements in the climate system
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Must read

▪

https://www.pik-potsdam.de/services/infodesk/tippingelements

▪

https://www.pik-potsdam.de/research/climate-impacts-andvulnerabilities/projects/project-pages/world-bankreport/publications/lenton-etal-2008-tipping-elements-inthe-earths-cl.pdf
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T thresholds of selected tipping elements

Lenton & Schellnhuber (2007)
http://www.nature.com/climate
/2007/0712/fig_tab/climate.20
07.65_F1.html

Potential policy-relevant tipping elements that could be triggered by global
warming this century; shading indicates their uncertain thresholds

▪
▪
▪

Transition from white to yellow: lower bound on its proximity
Transition from yellow to red: upper bound
Degree of uncertainty represented by spread of color transition
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Arctic sea ice I
Ice-albedo positive effect
Area cover of Arctic
summer + winter sea ice
declines; ice significantly
thinned over large area
Arctic sea-ice in Sep 1979 and 2007 (Photo: Fugro NPA Ltd)
http://hubpages.com/hub/The-Tipping-Point--Our-Climates-Point-of-No-Return

Positive ice-albedo effect > external forcings in causing
thinning/shrinking since 1988
→ Lindsay & Zhang (2005) tipping point already passed; Holland et al. (2006) disagree

IPCC projections with ocean-atmosphere general circulation models
(OAGCMs): ½ models ice-free in Sep during this century, at polar T
of −9°C (9 K above present) (Winton et al. 2006)
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Global warming (observed & projected)

• Relative to 1850-1900
• RCP 8.5

https://www.usgs.gov/media/images/simulated-global-temperature-change-0

Changes in sea ice volume

http://www.climate-lab-book.ac.uk/files/2016/06/icevol-1.gif

http://imgur.com/M3SBq4D

https://twitter.com/ahaveland/status/818035782497746945

Arctic “death spiral”
– monthly sea ice volume

Arctic sea ice II

http://nsidc.org/news/pre
ss/2007_seaiceminimum
/20070810_index.html

▪ Disappearance of old ice 1982–2007
→ Drastic decrease of multi-year sea ice
→ Multi-year sea ice typically thicker than year-old ice

▪ Conclusion of Lenton et al. (2008)
http://www.joabbess.com/2009/09/09/climatescience-for-beginners/

“A critical threshold for summer Arctic sea-ice loss
may exist, whereas a further threshold for yearround ice loss is more uncertain and less accessible
this century”
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Greenland ice sheet (GIS) I
Since 1980s increased melting +
accelerated ice flow around
periphery of GIS
Involved positive feedbacks
● Thinner ice sheet ➔ higher T in accumulation
region ➔ increased melting + more
precipitation as rain
● Lower albedo of ice-free land
● Surface melt water might accelerate ice flow

Future projections: GIS threshold for
negative surface mass balance at
≥≈3°C local warming (above
preindustrial)

(Huybrechts & De Wolde 1999; Gregory &

Huybrechts 2006)

IPCC: threshold at ≈1.9–4.6°C global
warming (above preindustrial) 97

http://maps.grida.no/go/graphic/mass-balance-of-thegreenland-ice-sheet

GIS II
Threshold range of +1–2°C
(above present) (Lenton et al. 2008)

➔ Amplification of warming over
Greenland may be greater than
assumed due to more rapid sea-ice
decline than modeled
➔ Existing ice-sheet models unable
to explain speed of recent changes
Lack of knowledge of natural GIS
variability + Greenland T changes
different from global trend
➔ Interpretation of recent
observations uncertain
After passing threshold: 300 to several
1000 years timescale for GIS
collapse
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NASA satellite data has revealed
regional changes in the weight of
the
sheet
between
Fig.Greenland
Changes inice
the
weight
of GIS
2003 andbetween
2005. Low
coastal
2003 and 2005
regions (blue) lost three times as
much ice per year from excess
melting and icebergs than the
high-elevation interior
(orange/red) gained from excess
snowfall.

http://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/lookingatearth/greenland_slide.html

www.boston.com/bigpicture/2009/08/greenland.html

West Antarctic ice sheet
(WAIS) I
Most areas below sea level
→ Potential to collapse if grounding-line
retreat triggers a strong positive feedback

WAIS collapse may be preceded by
disintegration of ice shelves +
acceleration of ice streams
Ice shelf collapse could be triggered by the
intrusion of warming ocean water
beneath them or by surface melting
~5 K (8 K) of local warming for surface
atmospheric T necessary to exceed
melting point in summer on major ice
shelves (WAIS itself)
Threshold for ocean warming estimated to
be lower
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antarctica

neptune.gsfc.nasa.gov/wais/articles/eos.html

West Antarctic ice sheet (WAIS) II

▪

Gravity measurements (GRACE satellites)
➔ WAIS is losing mass (Velicogna & Wahr 2006)

▪

Glaciers draining into Amundsen Sea are
losing 60% more ice than they gain
➔ Contribution to sea-level rise (Thomas et al.
2004)

➔ Drain region containing ~1.3 m of global
sea-level rise (in total ~5 m for WAIS)

▪
▪

Worst-case scenario: Collapse within 300 a

Rapid sea-level rise (>1 m per century) more
100
likely to come from WAIS than
from GIS

Rignot et al. 2008
http://maps.grida.no/go/graphic/
mass-balance-of-the-westantarctic-ice-sheet

Warming in
Antarctica
▪

Large chunks of Peninsular ice
shelves lost in recent years

Fig. Trends in skin temperature between 1981-2007
(http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=8239)

Steig et al. (2009)

▪

▪

W Antarctic warming > 0.1 K per
decade from 1957–2006
Positive continent-wide average nearsurface T trend

after Kaiser (2002) taken from a presentation by Dr. L.101
G. Thompson

Atlantic Thermohaline Circulation (THC)
Sufficient freshwater (and/or heat)
input to N Atlantic
➔ Shutoff in NADW formation + associated
Atlantic THC (Stocker & Wright 1991)

http://www.aph.gov.au/library/pubs/climatechange/the
Climate/oceanCirculations.htm

Model studies:

→ Collapse of convection under sufficient North Atlantic freshwater
forcing (disagreement about reversability)
→ Tipping point corresponding to additional North Atlantic freshwater
input of 0.1–0.5 Sv (Rahmstorf et al. 2005)
→ Sensitivity of North Atlantic freshwater input to anthropogenic
forcing poorly known
→ Predicted precipitation increase + GIS could contribute significantly
(e.g., GIS melt over 1,000 years is equivalent to 0.1 Sv)
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El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
Theories of future ENSO developments

▪

Greater amplitude and/or more frequent
El Niños due to increased ocean heat
uptake followed by permanent deepening
of thermocline at EEP (Timmermann et al. 1999)

▪

Sustained La Niña conditions due to
stronger warming of West Equatorial
Pacific than the East ➔ enhanced easterly
winds + reinforcing upwelling of cold
water in EEP (Cane et al. 1997)

Lenton et al. 2008

▪

▪

Significant probability of future increase in
ENSO amplitude
Existence + location of any threshold
uncertain
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Sea surface temperature (SST) for typical La Niña,
normal, and El Niño conditions
(http://www.mpimet.mpg.de/aktuelles/presse/faqhaeufig-gestellte-fragen/das-el-nino-southernoscillation-enso-phaenomen.html)

Sahara/Sahel and West African Monsoon (WAM)
Past greening of Sahara in midHolocene ➔ collapse of vegetation
~ 5,000 a ago
WAM circulations affected by SST
Greenhouse gas forcing is expected to
increase interhemispheric SST
gradient
→ increase Sahel rainfall
http://www.britannica.com/bps/media-view/126422/1/0/0

Recent Sahel drought attributed to increased aerosol loading cooling the
Northern Hemisphere
Future 21st century projections differ
Greening of Sahara/Sahel rare example of beneficial potential tipping
element
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Amazon Rainforest
Recycling of precipitation
● Simulations of deforestation
→
→
→
→

~20–30% reduction of precipitation
Lengthening of dry season
Increases in summer T
Difficult for forest to reestablish

http://geographicalconcepts.wikispaces.com/Deforestation
+in+the+Amazon+rainforest

Dieback predicted under ~3–4°C global warming due to more persistent El
Niño state ➔ Drying (yet, not all models show rainforest dieback)
Changes in fire frequency
● Probably contribute to bi-stability
● Amplified by forest fragmentation

Land-use change alone could bring forest cover to critical threshold
➔ Fate determined by complex interplay between direct land-use change
and response of regional precipitation and ENSO to global forcing
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Amazon
rainforest
Model
experiments

Malhi Y et al. PNAS 2009;
106:20610-20615

Drought experiments and field observations of forest fire in the context of the mean of GCM projections in change of rainfall
regime in E. and W. Amazonia. For the GCMs, the arrow base indicates late 20th-Century rainfall regime, whereas the arrow
tip indicates late 21st-Century rainfall regime. For the drought experiments, the arrow base indicates control rainfall regime
whereas the arrow tip indicates the estimated rainfall regime. Diamonds indicate field studies of flammable forests, with
rainfall regimes derived from TRMM (1998–2006). Suggested savanna zone is shaded (MCWD < −300 mm, AP < 1500 mm).
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Boreal Forests
Complex interplay between tree
physiology, permafrost, and fire
Increased water stress, increased peak
summer heat stress → increased
mortality, vulnerability to disease,
subsequent fires, decreased
reproduction rates
www.airclim.org/acidnews/2009/AN4-09.php

➔ Possible large-scale dieback of boreal forests (Joos et al. 2001), with
transitions to open woodlands or grasslands
Effect of soil conditions
Suggested threshold for boreal forest dieback of ~3°C global warming,
but highly uncertain
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Boreal Forest
▪

Newly unfrozen soils that regionally
drain well and reductions in snow
amount support drying, more fire
and hence less biomass

▪

In contrast, increased thaw depth
and increased water-use efficiency
under elevated CO2 will tend to
increase available soil moisture,
decreasing fire frequency and
increasing woody biomass

▪

Suggested threshold for boreal
forest dieback of ≈3°C global
warming is highly uncertain due to
limitations in existing models and
physiological understanding
http://www.nrtee-trnee.com/eng/publications/
cop11-advice/NRTEE-1-COP-11-advice.php
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Arctic methane pulse: a global tipping point
▪

Most likely tipping point for Arctic melting

http://www.scscertified.com/cas/arctic-climate-registry.php
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Interesting websites
▪

Lenton et al. 2008: Tipping elements in the Earth's climate system
http://www.pnas.org/content/105/6/1786.full#ref-75

▪

Website of Timothy M. Lenton
http://researchpages.net/ESMG/people/tim-lenton/tipping-points/

▪

Information (short facts, detailed report and videos) on 12 tipping
elements prepared by WWF and Allianz
http://knowledge.allianz.com/climate_tipping_points/climate_en.html
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4. Climate Modelling

111

Basics of
climate modelling

http://windows2universe.org/earth/climate/images/ucar_model_input_sm.jpg
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Model Construction
▪

Derived from fundamental physical laws

Gerhard
Krinner, ERCA
2009

▪
▪

Physical approximations appropriate for the large-scale climate system
Further approximation through mathematical discretisation

Computational constraints:
→ Restriction of resolution in the discretised equations
→ Requirement of parametrisations (representation of the large-scale impacts of
unresolved processes)
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Basic Types of Models

▪

Energy balance models (EBM)
→ zero- or one-dimensional models predicting surface (sea-level)
temperature as a function of energy balance of the Earth

▪

One dimensional models, e.g. radiative-convective (RC)
models and single column models (SCMs)

→ focus on processes in the vertical temperature profile

▪

Dimensionally constrained models (variety of forms),
oldest: statistical dynamical (SD) models

→ deal with surface processes and dynamics in zonally averaged
framework; have vertically resolved atmosphere
(still in use in some Earth Models of Intermediate Complexity EMICs)

▪

Global Circulation Models (GCMs)
→ incorporate three-dimensional nature of atmosphere and ocean
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Energy Balance Climate Models
▪

Helped increase our understanding of the climate system and the
development of new parameterisations and methods of evaluating
sensitivity for more complex and realistic models

▪

Generally one-dimensional (vary in latitude, vertical variations are ignored)
→ horizontal energy transfer term

▪

Basic equation for the energy balance at each latitude Φ:

𝐶𝑚 ∆𝑇(Φ)/Δ𝑡 = 𝑅 ↓ Φ − R ↑ Φ + net transport into zone Φ
Cm: heat capacity of the system
R: incoming an outgoing radiation fluxes (parametrised)

▪

Early EBMs were stable only for small perturbations away from presentday conditions
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1D Radiative-convective Climate Models
▪

Designed with emphasis on global average
temperature

→ Flux calculation of solar & terrestrial radiation
→ Temperature change calculation in each layer
(results from imbalance between net radiation at the
top and bottom of the layer)

▪

Calculated lapse rate exceeds some
predetermined critical lapse rate

→ Atmosphere presumed to be convectively
unstable
→ Vertical mixing carried out to re-establish
prescribed lapse rate
→ Next radiative time step calculated

▪

Procedure continues until convective
readjustment is no longer required and
net fluxes for each layer → zero

▪

Constraints:
● Balance of shortwave and long-wave fluxes at top of atmosphere
● Surface energy gained by radiation equal
that lost by convection
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Ruddiman, 1997

Dimensionally constrained climate models
Example:
Zonally averaged model
● Express prognostic
variables as sum of zonal
mean and eddy terms
● Zonally averaged
equations
● Either set eddies to zero
(axially symmetric model),
specify them from data, or
use some other closure
method

Ruddiman, 1997
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3D: (General) circulation models
▪ Fully coupled ocean-atmosphere models (OAGCM),
▪ ‘Coupled climate system models’ (Earth System M.)
▪ Independent ocean (OGCM) or atmospheric circulation
models (AGCM)

AGCM: Representation of
●
●
●
●
●

Conservation of momentum (Newtons 2nd law of motion)
Conservation of mass (continuity equation)
Conservation of energy (1st law of thermodynamics)
Conservation of water vapour
Equation of state
Ruddiman 1997

Conditions specified at each
grid point
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→ Resulting set of coupled nonlinear equations is solved at each
grid point using numerical
techniques (timestep approach)

Presentation by Gerhard Krinner at ERCA 2009
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Increasing
complexity
of climate
models

IPCC (2007) WG I, Figure 1.2
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Model flowchart
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Presentation by Gerhard Krinner at ERCA 2009
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Some theory on GCMs

www.meted.ucar.edu/broadcastmet/climate/print.htm

http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/info/modelcc/
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Sensitivity to parameters
www.climateprediction.net
→ Each user downloads
a version with specific
parameter set
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Some Experiments at climateprediction.net
▪

Thermohaline experiment:
→ Possible effects of a prescribed slowdown of the North Atlantic MOC

▪

Sulphur cycle experiment:
→ Identify the effects of sulphate aerosol on the global climate system &
the sensitivity of the model to perturbing sulphur cycle parameters

▪

Mid-Holocene experiment:
→ Place a paleo-constraint on climate sensitivity & assess model perform

▪

Geoengineering experiment:
→ Possible effects of climate change mitigation strategies

▪

Millennium experiment
→ Refine the accuracy of climate models of the last millennium
(including the “Medieval warm period” and the “little ice age”)

▪

Validation and attribution experiment
→ Provide a scientific method of attributing the chance of extreme
weather events to increases in greenhouse gas emissions

▪

Seasonal Attribution Experiment:
→ Possible impact of human activity
on extreme weather risk?
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Evaluation of Model Results
▪
▪
▪

Model intercomparison
Validation
Accuracy

Changes in seasonal cycle of temperature and
precipitation for
a) Central Eurasia (70–140°E, 40–60°N) and
b) Western North America (90–120°W, 40–55°N)
as simulated by each OAGCM
http://www.springerimages.com/Images/Geoscience
s/1-10.1007_s00382-008-0415-5-6
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Model accuracy,
example 1:
Temperature
IPCC (2007) WG I, Figure 8.2.

(a) Observed climatological annual mean SST
and, over land, surface air temperature
(labeled contours) and the multi-model mean
error in these temperatures, simulated minus
observed (color-shaded contours).
(b) Size of the typical model error, as gauged by
the root-mean-square error in this temperature,
computed over all AOGCM simulations
available in the MMD at PCMDI.
The Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface
Temperature (HadISST; Rayner et al. 2003)
climatology of SST for 1980 to 1999 and the
Climatic Research Unit (CRU; Jones et al. 1999)
climatology of surface air temperature over land
for 1961 to 1990 are shown here. The model
results are for the same period in the 20 th Century
simulations. In the presence of sea ice, the SST is
assumed to be at the approximate freezing point
of seawater (-1.8°C). Results for individual models
see Supplementary Material Figure S8.1
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Model accuracy
example 2:
Outgoing SW and
LW radiation
IPCC (2007) WG I, Figure 8.4.

Root-mean-square (RMS) model error as function of
latitude, in simulation of (a) outgoing SW radiation
reflected to space and (b) outgoing LW radiation.
The RMS error is calculated over all longitudes and
over all 12 months of a climatology formed from
several years of data.
The RMS statistic labeled ‘Mean Model’ is computed
by first calculating the multi-model monthly mean
fields, and then calculating the RMS error (i.e., it is not
the mean of the individual model RMS errors).
The Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE;
Barkstrom et al. 1989) observational estimates used
here are for the period 1985 to 1989 from satellitebased radiometers, and the model results are for the
same period in the 20th Century simulations in the
MMD at PCMDI. See Table 8.1 for model descriptions.

For results of individual models see Supplementary
Material Figures S8.5 to S8.8.
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Model accuracy
example 3:
Precipitation
IPCC (2007) WG I, Figure 8.5.

Annual mean precipitation (cm), observed (a)
and simulated (b), based on the multi-model
mean.
The Climate Prediction Center Merged Analysis
of Precipitation (CMAP; Xie & Arkin 1997)
observation-based climatology for 1980 to 1999
is shown, and the model results are for the
same period in the 20th Century simulations in
the MMD at PCMDI.
In (a), observations were not available for the
grey regions. For results of individual models
see Supplementary Material Figure S8.9.
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Model uncertainties

Climate Change 2007: The Physical Science Basis. Working Group I, Contribution to the Fourth Assessment
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. FAQ 8.1, Figure 1,130
Cambridge University Press.

Regional example Saxony

CLIMATE MODELS

„German“ GCM of the MPI Hamburg: ECHAM5/MPI-OM T63L31
→ worldwide atmospheric fields (resolution ca. 150 km)

Downscaling approach
Physical/dynamical – statistical – mixed

REMO

(C)CLM

Res.: ca. 10 km

Res.: ca. 18 km

WETTREG/
WEREX
Res.: stations

STAR
Res. Stations
Not commonly
used in Saxony
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Climate Change Scenarios
Definition Scenario (Oxford English Dictionary):
… ’Sketch, outline, or description of an imagined situation or sequence of
events; esp.
(a) Synopsis of development of a hypothetical future war, and hence an outline of
any possible sequence of future events;
(b) Outline of an intended course of action;
(c) Scientific model or description intended to account for observable facts’ …

→ Scenarios can be thought of as stories of possible futures (storylines)

▪

Socioeconomic scenarios are used by analysts to make projections of
future greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and to assess future
vulnerability to climate change

▪

Producing scenarios requires estimates of future:
●
●
●
●
●

Population levels
Economic activity
Structure of governance
Social values
Patterns of technological change
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Global climate projection and uncertainties

IPCC 2007, WG I, Figure 10.1.
Several steps from emissions to climate response contribute to the overall uncertainty of a climate model projection. These
uncertainties can be quantified through a combined effort of observation, process understanding, a hierarchy of climate models,
and ensemble simulations.
In a comprehensive climate model, physical and chemical representations of processes permit a consistent quantification of
uncertainty. Note that the uncertainty associated with the future emission path is of an entirely different nature and not addressed
here.
Bottom row adapted from Figure 10.26, A1B scenario, for illustration only
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IPCC Emission Scenarios

IPCC (2000) Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES). In
Nakicenovic N, Swart R (eds) Cambridge, Figure 1-4
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Influence of
Scenario
IPCC 2007 WG I, Figure 10.26.
based on an SCM (Simple Climate
Model) tuned to 19 AOGCMs.
dark shaded areas in the bottom
temperature panel: mean ±1
standard deviation for the 19
model tunings
lighter shaded areas: change in
this uncertainty range, if carbon
cycle feedbacks are assumed to
be lower or higher than in the
medium setting.
Mean projections for mid-range
carbon cycle assumptions for the
six illustrative SRES scenarios are
shown as thick coloured lines.

Historical emissions,
concentrations and temperature
(black lines)
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Global mean temperature results
from the SCM for anthropogenic
and natural forcing compare
favourably with 20th-century
observations (black line)

New Scenarios for IPCC AR5
▪
▪

“Representative Concentration Pathways—RCPs”
Global scenarios for two time periods:
● “near-term” scenarios that cover the period to about 2035; and
● “long-term” scenarios that cover the period to 2100 and, in a more
stylized way, the period to 2300.
Moss et al. 2008. Towards New
Scenarios for Analysis of
Emissions, Climate Change,
Impacts, and Response
Strategies. IPCC

Approaches to the development
of global scenarios:
(a) previous sequential
approach;
(b) proposed parallel
approach.
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Numbers indicate analytical
steps (2a and 2b proceed
concurrently).
Arrows indicate transfers of
information (solid), selection of
RCPs (dashed), and integration
of information and feedbacks
(dotted)

Representative Concentration Pathways

Moss et al. 2008. Towards New Scenarios for Analysis of Emissions, Climate Change, Impacts, and Response Strategies.
IPCC

RCP Publications
RCP8.5: Riahi et al. (2007) – MESSAGE
RCP6: Fujino et al. (2006) – AIM12
RCP4.5: Clarke et al. (2007) – MiniCAM13
RCP3-PD: van Vuuren et al. (2006, 2007) –137
IMAGE

Forcing profiles of the RCP

a, Changes in radiative forcing relative to pre-industrial conditions. Bold coloured lines show the four RCPs; thin lines show
individual scenarios from approximately 30 candidate RCP scenarios that provide information on all key factors affecting radiative
forcing and the larger set analyzed by IPCC Working Group III during development of the Fourth Assessment Report.
b, Energy and industry CO2 emissions for the RCP candidates. The range of emissions in the post-SRES literature is presented for
the maximum and minimum (thick dashed curve) and 10th to 90th percentile (shaded area).
Blue shaded area corresponds to mitigation scenarios; grey shaded area corresponds to reference scenarios; pink area represents
the overlap between reference and mitigation scenarios.
Moss et al. (2010) The next generation of scenarios for 138
climate change research and assessment. Nature 463

Attributing climate change

http://www.meted.ucar.edu/broadcastmet/climate/print.htm
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Attributing climate change
IPCC 2007, Figure 9.5
Comparison between global mean surface temperature
anomalies (°C) from observations (black) and AOGCM
simulations forced with
(a) both anthropogenic and natural forcings and
(b) natural forcings only.
All data are shown as global mean temperature anomalies
relative to the period 1901 to 1950, as observed (black, Hadley
Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data
set (HadCRUT3); Brohan et al., 2006).
(a) Temperature as obtained from 58 simulations produced by 14
models with both anthropogenic and natural forcings. The multimodel ensemble mean is shown as a thick red curve and
individual simulations are shown as thin yellow curves. Vertical
grey lines indicate the timing of major volcanic events. Those
simulations that ended before 2005 were extended to 2005 by
using the first few years of the IPCC Special Report on Emission
Scenarios (SRES) A1B scenario simulations that continued from
the respective 20th-century simulations, where available.
(b) The simulated global mean temperature anomalies in are
from 19 simulations produced by five models with natural
forcings only. The multi-model ensemble mean is shown as a
thick blue curve and individual simulations are shown as thin blue
curves. Simulations are selected that do not exhibit excessive
drift in their control simulations (no more than 0.2°C per century).
Each simulation was sampled so that coverage corresponds to
140that of the observations.

Short movies „Climate Denial Crock of the Week”

▪

“The big swindle movie”

▪

Solar Schmolar“:

▪

„The Medieval Warming Crock“

▪

“It's so Cold, there can't be Global Warming”

▪

“Water Vapor and Climate”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boj9ccV9htk&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/user/greenman3610#p/u/22/_Sf_UIQYc20
http://www.youtube.com/user/greenman3610#p/u/17/vrKfz8NjEzU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDTUuckNHgc&p=029130BFDC78FA33
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAtD9aZYXAs&p=029130BFDC78FA33

▪

“What do we know about Climate Change”

▪

“Temp leads Carbon”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9SGw75pVas&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWJeqgG3Tl8&feature=related
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